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INTRODUCTION

Disciplinary Proceeding No. 2012030564701 was filed on July 28,2014, by the

Department ofEnforcement ofthe Financial Industry Regulatory Authority ("FINRA" or

"Complainant"). Respondent Marc A. Arena ("Respondent Arena" or "Arena") submitted an

Offer of Settlement ("Offer") to Complainant, dated October 16,2015. Pursuant to FINRA Rule



9270(e), the Complainant and the National Adjudicatory Council ("NAC"), a Review

Subcommittee ofthe NAC, or the Office ofDisciplinary Affairs ("ODA") have accepted the

uncontested Offer. Accordingly, this Order now is issued pursuant to FINRA Rule 9270(e)(3).

The findings, conclusions and sanctions set forth in this Order are those stated in the Offer as

accepted by the Complainant and approved by the NAC.

Under the terms ofthe Offer, Respondent Arena has consented, without admitting or

denying the allegations ofthe Complaint (as amended by the Offer of Settlement), and solely for

the purposes ofthis proceeding and any other proceeding brought by or on behalfofFINRA, or

to which FINRA is a party, to the entry offindings and violations consistent with the allegations

ofthe Complaint (as amended by the Offer of Settlement), and to the imposition ofthe sanctions

set forth below, and fully understands that this Order will become part ofRespondent Arena's

permanent disciplinary record and may be considered in any future actions brought by FINRA.

BACKGROUND

Marc Arena entered the securities industry in 1996, when he became associated with a

FINRA member firm. From October 28,2008 through March 15,2013, Respondent Arena was

associated with Respondent Newport Coast Securities, Inc. /"Newport Coast" or the "Firm"),

where he was registered as a General Securities Representative (Series 7), General Securities

Principal (Series 24), and as of April 30,2010, an Investment Banking Representative (Series

79). From March 2009 until he terminated his association with the Firm, Respondent Arena was

the Branch Manager ofa Long Island office. From March 2009 through at least April 2012,

Respondent Arena was also Respondent Leone's direct supervisor. Respondent Arena is

currently associated with another member firm.

Respondent Arena has no prior disciplinary history.
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been determined that the Offer be accepted and that findings be made as follows: 
1

A. SUMMARY

From September 2008 through May 2013, Newport Coast and five ofits registered

representatives (Douglas Leone, Andre LaBarbera, David Levy, Antonio Costanzo, and Donald

Bartelt) excessively traded and churned 24 customers' accounts. The misconduct should have

quickly drawn scrutiny 

- and been stopped 

- because: (i) cost-to-equity ratios were often over

100%; (ii) turnover rates were often over 100; (iii) there were extraordinary amounts ofin-and-

out trading; (iv) customer accounts were highly margined and often concentrated in one security;

(v) there were large numbers oftransactions in which the total commission/markup per trade

exceeded 3% and, in many instances, exceeded 4%; (vi) there was a deceptive mix ofriskless

principal and agency trading in numerous accounts, namely, higher cost trades in which markups

almost always exceeded 3% (and generally exceeded $1,000 per trade) were executed on a

riskless principal basis whereas lower cost trades, typically involving sales of the same

securities, were executed on an agency basis; (vii) inverse and/or leveraged Exchange Traded

Funds ("ETFs") and Exchange Traded Notes ("ETNs") remained in accounts for multiple trading

sessions; (viii) solicited trades were inaccurately characterized as unsolicited; and (ix) nearly all

ofthe customer accounts at issue exhibited large losses.

The representatives' direct supervisors (including Marc Arena, who supervised Leone,

and Roman Tyler Luckey, who supervised Costanzo, LaBarbera and Levy), and the Firm's

Compliance Department managers saw what was transpiring, but no one took any meaningful

The findings herein are pursuant to Respondent Arena's Offer of Settlement and are not binding on any
other person or entity named as a respondent in this or any other proceeding.
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steps to curtail the misconduct. To the contrary, managers, a supervisor and the Firm's former

President profited through overrides on these churned accounts.

The Complaint charges: (i) Newport Coast and former representatives Leone, LaBarbera,

Levy, Costanzo, and Bartelt with excessively trading and churning customer accounts [First and

Second Causes ofAction]; (ii) Newport Coast, LaBarbera, Levy and Costanzo with making

unsuitable recommendations involving inverse and/or leveraged ETFs and ETNs (collectively,

"Exchange Traded Products" or "ETPs") to customers who were elderly and/or retired, and who

had limited investment experience, risk tolerance, income, and net worth [Third Cause of

Action]; (iii) LaBarbera with causing inaccuracies in his Firm's books and records by

mischaracterizing  solicited trades as "unsolicited" [Fourth Cause of Action]; (iv) Leone with

conveying false and exaggerated account balances to a customer [Fifth Cause ofAction];

(v) Newport Coast, Arena, and Luckey with failing to supervise Leone, LaBarbera, Levy,

Costanzo and Bartelt [Sixth Cause ofAction]; (vi) Arena with failing to disclose liens when he

was associated with Newport Coast and, thereafter, failing to update his Form U4 to disclose

additional liens that he acquired after associating with the Firm [Seventh Cause of Action]; and

(viii) Costanzo and Levy with obstruction ofthe FINRA disciplinary process by conditioning

assistance and restitution on customers' refusal to cooperate with FINRA's investigation [Eighth

Cause ofAction]. The Complaint further charges Newport Coast with failing to establish an

adequate system and procedures to supervise its sales of structured products [Ninth Cause of

Action].

B. OTHER RELEVANT RESPONDENTS AND INDIVIDUALS

Respondent Newport Coast, formerly known as Grant Bettingen, Inc., is a California

corporation and has been a NASD/FINRA member since March 1986. Newport Coast is a
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wholly owned subsidiary ofRubicon Financial, Inc. ("Rubicon"), and until March 2013, was

based in Irvine, California. The Firm is currently based in New York, New York and has

approximately 45 branch offices and 122 registered representatives. Newport Coast is approved

to conduct a general securities business.

Respondent Douglas A. Leone entered the securities industry in 1993. He associated

with a dozen different firms before joining Newport Coast in October 2008. From October 24,

2008 through March 18, 2013, Leone was associated with Newport Coast and registered as a

General Securities Representative (Series 7). Although he worked from his home office, Leone

was part of a Long Island, New York branch ofNewport Coast. Leone is currently associated

with another member firm.

KM entered the securities industry in 1986 and was registered with former NASD

member firm Brookstreet Securities Corp. ("Brookstreet Securities") from January 1996 through

June 2007, where she had multiple management responsibilities. In September 2007, KM

became a consultant to Newport Coast's parent company, Rubicon. In November 2009, she

became the Firm's President and CEO and served in those capacities until March 2013. She has

not associated with another FINRA member since her Newport Coast association was terminated

inNovember 2013.

KK has been associated with Newport Coast from August 2007. He is a Rubicon

shareholder and has been the Firm's Chief Operating Officer since June 2008. He has had a

variety ofmanagement responsibilities that have included compliance duties, serving on the

hiring committee, and directly supervising various representatives.
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C. FACTS

1. The Firm

On June 2,2008, Newport Coast's pending Continuing Membership Application

("CMA") was approved and the Firm, then known as "Grant Bettingen, Inc.," became a wholly-

owned subsidiary of Rubicon. At that time, the Firm had 51 registered representatives and 14

offices.

Rubicon is a publicly traded financial services holding company, operating through

Newport Coast. Rubicon's Irvine, California based executive office was located in the same

building that housed Newport Coast's main office before the Firm relocated to New York in

2013.

Rubicon hired KM as a consultant in August 2007 to assist in the Grant Bettingen

acquisition. KM's tasks included making employment recommendations to facilitate approval of

the pending CMA. Her recommendations resulted in the partial reconstitution ofthe failed

Brookstreet Securities, the firm she had been associated with for more than 11 years. By June

2008, the Firm's management, including its President and Chief Compliance Officer, its Chief

Operations Officer, Trading Director, Registrations and Licensing Principal, and IT Manager

were all Brookstreet Securities alumni.

Although the Firm had some traditional branch offices supervised by a resident Branch

Office Manager, the Firm also had a large number of geographically scattered one-person branch

offices with a "Designated Supervisor" typically located in the Irvine, California home office. By

June 2011, the Firm had 166 registered representatives and 66 branch offices.

Newport Coast, in theory, maintained at least two layers ofsupervisory review. First,

Designated Supervisors and Branch Office Managers were responsible for reviewing all trading
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and ensuring that transactions were suitable. Second, the Compliance Department was

responsible for reviewing the same transactions for suitability and received a variety of exception

reports to facilitate that review. Certain transactions, including riskless principal transactions,

required a third level ofreview by former Trading Director, Tyler Luckey.

The accounts at issue should have attracted scrutiny because: (i) cost-to-equity ratios

were high 

- often over 100%; (ii) there was an extraordinary amount ofin-and-out trading;

(iii) turnover rates were frequently over 100; (iv) accounts were frequently highly margined and

concentrated in one security; (v) there were a large number oftransactions in which the total

commission per trade exceeded 3% and, in many instances, exceeded 4%; (vi) there was riskless

principal and agency trading in the same account - higher cost trades were executed on a riskless

principal basis and included markups that exceeded 3% ofthe principal whereas lower cost

trades, typically involving sales ofthe same securities, were executed on an agency basis and

included lesser commissions; (vii) inverse and/or leveraged ETFs and ETNs remained in

accounts for multiple trading sessions; and (viii) nearly all ofthe accounts exhibited large losses.

Many ofthe accounts frequently appeared on exception reports.

Although Designated Supervisors and Compliance personnel saw what was transpiring,

the Firm did nothing to curtail the misconduct until April 2012, when, as a result ofa FINRA

examination, some ofthe representatives were placed on heightened supervision.

2. The Westbun' Branch

Leone was 25 years old when he associated with Kensington Wells in September 1993.

By the time he associated with Newport Coast in October 2008, he had been associated with

twelve firms (two ofwhich reported his involuntary termination/separation)  and had been the
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subject ofat least seven customer complaints and a proceeding by the Ohio Department of

Commerce to revoke his Securities Salesperson license.

At Newport Coast, Leone was part ofa ten-person branch office located in Long Island,

New York and, as of2009, was supervised by Branch Officer Manager Marc Arena. Leone

worked from his home office (initially in East Northport, New York, and later in Sandy Hook,

Connecticut). He seldom appeared in the Long Island office, and Newport Coast managers

rarely appeared at Leone's home.

Although Newport Coast paid Leone about 84% ofhis gross commissions, Leone was

financially stressed, and Newport Coast was aware ofthis fact. In 2010, he sought advances

from the Firm because he could not pay his bills (July 2010), could not afford to pay his state

registration fees (October 2010) and could not afford to pay his taxes (November 2010).

Leone acquired customers through cold calls. When a lead agreed to open an account,

Leone immediately caused a New Account Approval Form, which was fully completed except

for signatures, to be sent to the prospective customer by Federal Express. Initial trades often

were executed before documents were signed and accounts were funded.

Leone exploited his customers soon after their checks arrived. Their accounts exhibited

hundreds oftransactions (often involving multiple transactions per day), in-and-out lrading,

extensive use of margin, concentration in single securities, annualized turnover rates ranging

from 43 to 173, annualized cost-to-equity ratios ranging from 89% to 280% and large losses.

Marc Arena, Leone's direct supervisor, knew that Leone was concentrating accounts,

trading them on a daily basis, and charging excessive amounts. But Arena took no effective

steps to curtail Leone's conduct.
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The Firm's Compliance Department was also aware ofthe misconduct. It received a

variety of exception reports including: (i) a monthly report that identified accounts in which there

had been more than ten trades and in which commissions exceeded $2,000 ("PFS603"); (ii) a

daily report which displayed accounts in which the largest position constituted at least 75% of

the account equity and which carried a debit balance greater than $25,000 ("PFS048"); and (iii) a

daily report showing commissions on individual transactions that exceeded 3% ofthe principal

amount. Leone's customers appeared on these reports on many occasions. Yet Newport Coast's

Compliance Department also failed to act.

3. Leone Customer Accounts

a. Customer DG.

DG resides with his wife and children in Los Alamitos, California and is the president of

his family owned sheet metal company. In May 2008, Leone cold called and persuaded him to

open an account at Basic Investors. At the time, DG's investment experience was limited to the

mutual funds that he held in his retirement account.

In October 2008, after he moved to Newport Coast, Leone directed DG to transfer his

account, and faxed him a handwritten New Account Approval Form.

The New Account Approval Form was replete with inaccuracies and exaggerations, some

ofwhich DG noticed. It incorrectly listed his liquid net worth to be "$250,000 
- $499,000." DG

crossed out the check mark in front ofthe "$250,000 
- $499,999" box and noted the correct

estimation to be "$65,000- $124,999." The New Account Approval Form inaccurately stated

that DG had "2" dependents. He crossed that out and indicated that he had "5" dependents. He

did not observe that the New Account Approval Form incorrectly listed his net worth exclusive
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ofhis primary residence to be "$1,000,000 

- Over," nor did he notice that the New Account

Approval Form incorrectly listed his "Investment Experience" in stocks as ?'20 yrs." In fact, his

net worth exclusive ofhis residence was about $600,000, and he had virtually no experience

buying individual stocks or using margin.

In November and December 2008, DG funded his Newport Coast account by transferring

securities worth $67,000 (from his Basic Investors account) and depositing cash totaling

$92,113.15. Leone immediately began trading DG's account rapidly.

In November 2008, Leone executed 55 settled transactions (25 purchases with a principal

value of$688,856.30, thirty (30) sales with a principal value of$659,604.71, and total

commissions and charges amounting to $11,775.15). In December 2008, there were 42 settled

transactions (20 purchases with a principal value of $1,066,677.50, twenty two (22) sales with a

principal value of$1,108,493.58, and total commissions and charges amounting to $10,332.19).

More than halfof Leone's December 2008 payout was based on DG's account.

Leone controlled DG's account. He chose the stocks that were purchased, the quantities

of each purchase, and determined when the stocks would be sold. DG was unfamiliar with many

ofthe securities that were purchased and sold. Indeed, he and Leone rarely discussed the

transactions. Although Leone traded frequently, often many times in a given day, he seldom

spoke with DG.

By February 2009, DG's account value had dropped to only $7,394.88. In March 2010,

Leone faxed an "Active Trading Authorization" form to DG. The middle of the form contained

a pre-printed "Investor Statement" that read:

I am a sophisticated investor with substantial personal experience in trading
stocks. While my investment decisions may be based upon the recommendations
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ofmy Newport Coast Securities Inc. Account Executive, I will closely monitor my
portfolio to ensure that my active trading strategy remains appropriate. As to my
trading strategy, my primary investment objectives:
SpeculatioW growth / capital appreciation/ highrisk/please circle all that apply

I understand and am financially able to handle the risk of my actively traded
account.

I have read the above statement and I agree to inform you in writing if this
information or my objectives changes.

Beneath that statement, Leone circled "high risk," handwrote DG's name (which he

misspelled) and account number, and faxed the unsigned document to DG with a handwritten

note that said "please sign."

DG took umbrage at the "sophisticated investor with substantial personal experience in

trading stocks" description and refused to sign the inaccurate form. Instead, he drew a large "X"

through the document and returned the unsigned form to Leone. Newport Coast later produced

to the staff an Active Trading Authorization in which the "X" was carefully "whited out" and

DG's signature was forged.

Leone purchased, sold, and then repurchased the same securities on multiple occasions in

DG's account. There were often multiple purchases and sales ofthe same security on the same

day, with each transaction including a commission as well as a $22.50 "Additional Fees" charge.

Moreover, Leone often split transactions so that a single order would result in multiple

commissions.

From February 9,2009 through June 24,2009, Leone executed 111 transactions in Bank

ofAmerica (BAC) (generating commissions ofmore than $11,000); from November 4,2008

through November 19,2008, Leone executed 41 transactions in Dry Ships Inc. (DRYS)

(generating commissions of more than $4,300); and from September 15, 2009 through November
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20,2009, Leone executed 40 transactions in Cel-Sci Corporation (CVM) (generating

commissions of more than $3,700).

From January 31, 2009 through April 8,2010, Leone executed 654 trades in DG's

account. The commissions amounted to $62,655.59, and the total charges and fees were

$76,309.07.

The turnover rate for DG's account (annualized from November 2008 through March

2010) was 137.56; the annualized cost-to-equity ratio was 169.75%.

DG had sustained an $114,447.86 loss by the time he closed his account in April 2010.

b. Customer BS.

BS resides in Roswell, Georgia and works at an accounting firm, where he specializes in

audits of businesses that utilize tax credits.

In late February or early March 2011, Leone cold called BS and persuaded him to open a

Newport Coast account. BS had recently received a $77,500 distribution from his firm and

agreed to fund his account with the proceeds, but he told Leone that he could not afford to lose

more than $5,000 because he would owe taxes on the distribution in the near future.

Shortly thereafter, BS received, by Federal Express, a pre-completed New Account

Approval Form. BS signed the New Account Approval Form but did not notice that it

mischaracterized his objective as "Short term growth with high risk," exaggerated his investment

experience to include 100 stock purchases per year with an average size of $25,000, and reported

that the account was "Day Trading Approved" and "Margin Approved," even though Leone had

never discussed day trading" or margin.
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BS deposited $7,600 into his account on March 28,201 1 and an additional $70,100 in

early April 2011. Leone traded his account rapidly immediately thereafter.

Leone executed 61 transactions in BS's account in April 2011 (30 purchases with a

principal value of $681,789.24 and 31 sales with a principal value of$574,549.38);  63

transactions in May 2011 (35 purchases with a principal value of $873,326.30 and 28 sales with

a principal value of $874,86923); and 34 transactions in June 2011 (14 purchases with a

principal value of $407,125.11 and 20 sales with a principal value of $433,542A5).

The payout generated from BS's account transactions represented, for a short period

(May and June 2011), more than halfofLeone's compensation. Within three months, i.e., by the

end ofJune 2011, BS's account value had diminished by about two-thirds to $23,73121.

Leone controlled BS's account; he did not consult with BS before making account

transactions. He chose the stocks that were purchased, the quantities, and determined when the

stocks would be sold. BS did not scrutinize his trade confirmations because it was tax season, a

particularly busy time for him. Moreover, he did not have online account access.

In late May 2011, Newport Coast mailed BS an Active Trading Authorization

purportedly to ensure that account transactions were consistent with his objectives. After BS

received the Form, Leone asked him to indicate that "Speculation" was his primary investment

objective and to return the document to Newport Coast. BS ignored Leone's request to

mischaracterize his objectives, and instead circled what he intended, namely "growth" and

"capital appreciation," and returned the Form to Newport Coast.

In early June 201 1, Newport Coast returned BS's executed Active Trading Authorization

with Leone's business card and an attached "post-it" that stated "Please Call When you Recieve
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[sic] Thanks." In an ensuing conversation, Leone again asked BS to return the Form with

"Speculation" circled. BS never returned the Form.

BS did not receive an account statement until late June 2011. He was stunned when he

saw the volume oftrading, the use ofmargin, and the losses. He promptly called the Firm and

demanded that the trading stop.

From April through June 2011, Leone executed 158 trades in BS's account. During that

three month period, the commissions amounted to $9,282.25, and the total charges and fees were

$13,948.18.

The turnover rate (annualized from April 2011 through June 2011) was 172.84; the

annualized cost-to-equity ratio was 120.12%.

BS sustained a $53,968.79 loss as ofJune 2011.

C. Customer JB.

Customer JB resides in Brandon, Mississippi. For the past 16 years, he has been a sales

representative for a wholesale shoe company.

In early 2010, JB was telephonically introduced to Leone through a neighbor, RR, who

was a Leone client. JB told Leone that his objective was "growth." He never consented to, or

even discussed, margin transactions.

Immediately after JB agreed to open an account, Leone sent a New Account Approval

Form, by Federal Express. JB signed and returned the New Account Approval Form but failed

to notice that it incorrectly listed his investment objective as "Short term growth with high risk

(Appreciation with acceptance ofhigh risk)" and exaggerated his "Investment Experience" to,
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among other things, include 100 equity purchases per year with an average size of $10,000. In

fact, for the past 25 years, JB's investment experience has been limited to mutual funds.

JB deposited $45,000 on March 9,2010 and an additional $20,000 on April 7,2010.

Leone traded JB's account rapidly immediately after it was funded. He executed 52 transactions

in March 2010 (30 purchases with a principal value of $590,957.01 and 22 sales with a principal

value of$555,049.58);  50 transactions in April 2010 (32 purchases with a principal value of

$320,242.88 and 18 sales with a principal value $276,669.82); and 57 transactions in May 2010

(32 purchases with a principal value of $765,836.77 and 25 sales with a principal value of

$841,024.09). Leone's payout from JB's account activity represented more than halfofhis total

compensation in May and June 2010.

Leone controlled JB's account. He chose the stocks that were purchased, the quantities,

and determined when the stocks would be sold. He did not consult with JB before account

transactions. Indeed, JB and Leone rarely spoke. Moreover, JB did not have online access to his

account and, for several months after he opened the account, did not receive account statements.

JB's communications with Leone were limited to emails inquiring about his account

balance. On at least five occasions, Leone responded by overstating, in amounts ranging from

$1,165 to $5,222, JB's account value.

JB was unaware ofthe extent ofthe trading until April 2011, when the accountant who

was preparing his tax return informed him that there had been millions of dollars oftransactions.

In April and May 2011, JB directed Leone, on three occasions, to close his account. On

May 3, 2011, Newport Coast finally sent him his remaining $1,441.62 balance.
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Leone purchased, sold, and then repurchased the same securities on multiple occasions in

JB's account. For example, from May 9,2010 through September 30,2010, Leone executed 75

transactions in YRC Worldwide, Inc. (YRCW); from September 16, 2010 through April 26,

2011, Leone executed 65 transactions in BSD Medical Corp. (BSDM); and from March 16, 2010

through April 25,2011, Leone executed 54 transactions in Star Scientific (CIGX).

JB's account was often concentrated in one or two securities and highly margined.

Moreover, Leone often split transactions and charged multiple commissions for a single order.

From March 2010 through April 2011, Leone executed 411 transactions in JB's account.

The commissions and markups amounted to $39,152.91, and the total charges and fees amounted

to $49,113.46.

The turnover rate (annualized from March 2010 through April 2011) was 144; the

annualized cost-to-equity ratio was 171.50%.

JB sustained a $63,558.38 loss as ofApril 30,2011.

d. Customer PH.

PH resides in Brandon, Mississippi with her husband RR. She has operated a dry

cleaning business since 2003.

RR had been a Leone customer for four months, when, in September 2009, he introduced

PH to Leone. At the time, PH's investment experience was limited to blue chip stocks and

municipal bonds.

After a telephone call, Leone sent PH, by Federal Express, a New Account Approval

Form. PH signed and returned the New Account Approval Form but failed to notice that it

mischaracterized her investment objective as "Short term growth with high risk." In fact, PH
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was unwilling to take "high risk" and never sought "short term" growth. Although the New

Account Approval Form stated that she was margin approved, PH had never previously used

margin and never agreed to its use in her account.

In early October 2009, PH deposited $20,000 to fund her account. Leone, in turn, rapidly

traded her account. From September 2009 through June 2010, Leone executed more than 200

transactions.

Leone controlled PH's account. He chose the stocks that were purchased, the quantities,

and determined when the stocks would be sold. PH had never heard of many ofthe stocks that

Leone was buying and selling and never discussed the transactions before they were executed.

Indeed, PH almost never spoke with Leone after she opened her account.

Leone used large quantities ofmargin in PH's account. At the end ofNovember 2009,

the margin balance ($21,576A5) exceeded the total account value ($19,023.57).

Leone also purchased, sold, and then repurchased the same securities on numerous

occasions. For example, from October 2009 through June 2010, Leone executed 31 transactions

in YRC Worldwide (YRCW), 26 transactions in Cel-Sci Corp. (CVM) and 22 transactions in

Vivus, Inc. (VVUS).

Leone also frequently split transactions so that a single order would result in multiple

commissions.

From September 30,2009 through June 18,2010, Leone executed 212 trades in PH's

account. The commissions amounted to $9,270, and the total charges and fees were $14,340.25.

The turnover rate (annualized from October 2009 through June 2010) was 114.87; the

annualized cost-to-equity ratio was 154.74%.
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PH sustained a $14,692.44 loss by the time she closed her account in June 2010.

e. Customer RR.

RR resides with his wife, PH, in Brandon, Mississippi. He has operated a furniture

upholstery business since 1982.

In early 2009, Leone cold called RR and represented that he could make him ''tons of

money" and "double his investment." After repeated calls, RR agreed to open a Newport Coast

account. Leone promptly sent him a New Account Approval Form that was fully executed

except for RR's signature.

Although RR told Leone that he was a conservative investor, when he signed the New

Account Approval Form, he failed to notice that it mischaracterized his investment objective as

"Short term growth with high risk (Appreciation with acceptance of high risk)." And although

RR's investment experience was limited to mutual funds, the New Account Approval Form

mischaracterized his experience to include "10 yrs" ofstock experience.

RR funded his Newport Coast account with a total of $40,505, beginning with deposits

totaling $26,285 in June 2009.

Leone executed transactions in RR's account at a frenzied pace. In August 2009, Leone

executed 109 transactions (58 purchases with a principal value of$791,746.89, and 51 sales with

a principal value of$787,061.65);  in September 2009, Leone executed 118 transactions (58

purchases with a principal value of$935,626.71, and 60 sales with a principal value of

$1,137,712.07); in October 2009, Leone executed 124 transactions (64 purchases with a principal

value of $814,410.44, and 60 sales with a principal value of $794,450.91); and in November
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2009, Leone executed 99 transactions (55 purchases with a principal value of $1,395,264.92, and

44 sales with a principal value of $1,264,094.99).

Leone's payouts from these August through November 2009 transactions represented

40% to 50% ofhis total monthly compensation.

Leone controlled RR's account. He chose the stocks that were purchased, the quantities,

and determined when they would be sold. Indeed, RR had never heard of the stocks that Leone

was trading. Moreover, he rarely spoke to Leone before a trade was executed.

Despite the trading volume, for a briefperiod, RR's account was profitable. RR told his

wife, PH, his neighbor, JB, and his work acquaintance, CP, about that initial profitability and

gave their telephone numbers to Leone.

After August 2009, RR's account steadily declined. His account, worth $132,318.32 on

August 31, 2009, had diminished to $32,707.97 by April 30,2010.

Leone frequently purchased, sold and then repurchased the same securities. For example,

from September 11,2009 through June 15, 2010, Leone executed 108 transactions in YRC

Worldwide, Inc. (YRCW); from July 30,2009 through November 11,2009, Leone executed 97

transactions in Cel-Sci Corp. (CVM); and from July 22,2009, through November 17, 2009,

Leone executed 90 transactions in Novovax, Inc. (NVAX).

RR's account was often highly margined and concentrated in single securities. In

November 2009, the margin balance ($84,664.09) exceeded the total account value ($77,736.97).

Leone often split transactions in RR's account so that a single order would result in

multiple commissions.
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From May 2009 through June 2010, Leone executed 940 transactions in RR's account.

The commissions, through May 2010, amounted to $74,378.10, and the total charges and fees

totaled $96,920.41.08.

The turnover rate (annualized from June 2009 through May 2010) was 125AO; the

annualized cost-to-equity ratio for the same period was 150A3%.

f. Customer CP (OFC of L).

CP resides in Port Allen, Louisiana with her 18-year-old daughter and 87-year-old

mother. Since 2007, CP has been an independent representative for commercial furniture

companies. She conducts business through her corporation, OFC of L and is the company's sole

owner and employee.

In September 2009, CP was introduced to Leone by her friend, RR. Her investing

experience was limited to a $200,000 retirement account that she had inherited from her

deceased husband and that was managed by a broker whose recommendations she always

followed.

CP told Leone that she was a single parent who could not afford to lose what she was

investing. Her goal was simply to receive a better rate of return than she had been receiving on

her bank savings account.

Leone sent CP a New Account Approval Form that was wholly inaccurate. Although her

income was about $50,000 per year and her net worth was about $250,000, the New Account

Approval Form reported that her annual income was "$125,000- $249,999" and her net worth

was "$ 1,000,000 

- Over." Although she had no significant investment experience, the New

Account Approval Form reported that she had "Over 10 Years" of stock investing experience
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including 100 purchases per year with an average size of $10,000. And although she told Leone

that she could ill afford any losses, the New Account Approval Form described her objective as

"Short term growth with high risk (Appreciation with acceptance of high risk)."

CP did not focus on those inaccuracies but noticed that the New Account Approval Form

indicated her account was "Margins [sic] Approved." CP scratched out the "yes" under

''Margins [sic] Approved" and wrote "no." On her Customer Signature Card she wrote, "I do not

want to participate in any margin acts or short selling."

After trading CP's account in October 2009, Leone instructed CP to transfer the

$17,362.13 balance to ajoint account that CP opened with her daughter in November 2009. No

trades were executed in this joint account.

In December 2009, Leone told CP that her account was required to be held under her

business name, "OFC of L" and sent her another a New Account Approval Form that contained

the same mischaracterizations ofher income, net worth, experience and objective.

CP initially agreed to put $10,000 into the OFC of L account, but Leone persuaded her to

deposit a larger amount. On January 29, 2010, CP funded the account with a $15,000 deposit.

Leone rapidly traded CP's OFC account. By the end ofApril 2010, the account was

worth about $8,600.

Despite the minimal funding, Leone purchased, sold and repurchased the same securities.

For example, from February 24,2010 through June 5, 2010, there were 18 transactions in YRC

Worldwide Inc. (YRCW); from March 23, 2010 through July 7,2010, there were 15 transactions

in Star Scientific (CIGX); and from February 17,2010 through June 8,2010, there were 11

transactions in Ambac Inc. (ABK).
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Leone controlled CP's account and made all ofthe account decisions; he decided what to

buy and sell, the amounts, and when the transactions would occur. On the few occasions that

they spoke, Leone always assured CP that everything was going well. When CP questioned the

activity and told him to stop trading, Leone told her that she was profiting more than she was

paying in commissions and continued executing trades.

In July 2010, CP withdrew the remaining $6,103.03 balance and closed her account.

From February 2010 through July 2010, Leone executed 87 trades in CP's OFC account.

The commissions amounted to $2,745, and the total charges and fees were $4,757.09.

The turnover rate (annualized from February 2010 through July 2010) was 96.68; the

annualized cost-to-equity ratio was 118.46%

CP's OFC of L account sustained an $8,896.97 loss by the time she closed it in July

2010.

g. Customers LC and MC.

LC is a former combat helicopter pilot who resides with his wife, MC, in Oxnard,

California. After his army discharge, he operated a franchise business that provided computer

education for children and was also involved in government contracting work assisting small

companies with their computer operations. LC is partially disabled and has been retired since

2006.

Leone cold called LC in mid-2010, touted BSD Medical Corp., and claimed that he had a

personal contact at the company. In October 2010, after several more calls, LC agreed to open a

Newport Coast account.
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Within about a day, LC received, by Federal Express, a pre-completed New Account

Approval Form to open a joint account with his wife. At the time, LC's investment experience

was limited to mutual funds and a small discount brokerage account that was invested in blue

chip stocks. He had no experience with margin and Leone never broached the subject.

LC signed the New Account Approval Form, but failed to notice that it exaggerated his

experience, objective and net worth. It reported that he had ?over 10 years" of experience with

stocks and averaged 100 purchases per year with an average size of $10,000. In fact, LC was a

conservative investor because he was unable to work and relied on disability payments and his

wife's public school teacher salary. But the New Account Approval Form mischaracterized his

investment objective as "Short term growth with high risk." Moreover, LC's and MC's net

worth was not, as the New Account Approval Form stated, "1,000,000 

- Over." Their net worth,

including their home, was less than $700,000.

In late October and early November 2010, LC funded his account with two deposits

totaling $54,107.50. Leone started trading immediately. In November 2010, there were 55

settled transactions (28 purchases and 27 sales); in December there were 140 settled trades (70

purchases totaling $1,747,748.47, and 70 sales totaling $1,642,302.02); in January 2011 there

were 66 settled transactions (29 purchases totaling $896,283, and 37 sales totaling

$1,014,966.53).

Leone also purchased, sold and then repurchased the same securities, particularly BSD

Medical Corp. (BSDM) on multiple occasions. Leone executed 42 BSDM transactions in

November 2010 and another 52 BSDM transactions in December 2010.
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Leone controlled LC's and MC's account and made all ofthe decisions; he chose the

securities, the quantities, and the timing ofthe transactions. He did not call LC to discuss or

approve transactions and he almost never spoke with MC.

Although LC had repeatedly asked Leone for a fee schedule, none was provided. But

Leone represented to LC, albeit falsely, that he would only be charged for profitable trades.

Leone never told him what a transaction would cost, nor did he describe his practice of splitting

transactions so that a single order would result in multiple commissions, often inordinately high.

Leone charged LC $5,000 commissions on November 9,2010 (broken up into five

transactions) and again on November 11,2010 (broken up into six transactions) on sales of

BSDM. On January 11,2011, Leone charged LC total commissions of$7,270.25 on a BSDM

sale broken up into 11 separate transactions.

Despite the trading frequency, for a short period oftime, LC's and MC's account was

profitable. Leone reminded LC ofthe unrealized profit and hounded him for more money and

the names ofothers whom he could solicit.

On January 12,2011, Leone emailed LC stating,

I hate to keep bring it up but any word on your ?iend l?? if he is not
interested I understand but ifI knew someone with the type of returns your lsicl
seeing I would mortgage the farm .....Doug

On January 13,2011, Leone emailed:

Don'tforget the more bullets I have Ifeel we will do even better.

In mid-January 2011, LC acquiesced and deposited an additional $28,000.
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In February 2011, Leone executed 82 trades in LC's account (including 33 BSDM

transactions). That month, LC lost about two-thirds ofhis account equity. His account, worth

$128,225.83 at the end of January 201 1, was worth only $49,380.61 on February 28,2011.

LC attempted to reach Leone by telephone on multiple occasions, but Leone rarely

returned the calls. When LC left messages at the Firm's main office, no one responded.

In April 2011, LC finally closed his account by directing that the remaining account

holdings, worth about $27,000, be transferred to another firm.

From October 2010 through April 2011, Leone executed 432 trades in LC's and MC's

account (including 204 transactions in BSDM). The commissions amounted to $55,518.82, and

the total charges and fees were $67,149.01.

The turnover rate (annualized from October 2010 through April 2011) was 137.49; the

annualized cost-to-equity ratio was 184.92%.

LC and MC sustained a $54,568.02 loss by the time they closed their account in late

April 2011.

h. Customer MJ.

MJ resides with his wife and children in Hagerstown, Maryland. Since 2003, he has been

the owner and principal ofa commercial refrigeration company.

In early 2010, Leone called MJ and urged him to open a Newport Coast account. MJ did

not initially agree but Leone persisted and, for the next six months, repeatedly called. In

September 2010, MJ relented and agreed to open an account and deposit $5,000. At the time, he

had minimal investing experience, no experience with margin, and almost no experience

purchasing individual stocks.
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Shortly thereafter, MJ received by Federal Express, a New Account Approval Form and

Margin Agreement with an ?X" in the places that required his signature. MJ signed but did not

notice that the New Account Approval Form overstated his investment experience to include

?10" years ofequity investing and misidentified his investment objective as ?Short term growth

with high risk (Appreciation with acceptance of high risk)." MJ had told Leone that he desired

long term growth but also required liquidity in the event he needed to use account equity to fund

his business.

On September 23, 2010, Leone executed an initial transaction (a purchase of 1,400

BSDM shares) two weeks before MJ made the $5,000 deposit. He began executing additional

trades immediately after the account funded and also prevailed upon MJ to deposit additional

funds.

On November 4, 2010, MJ deposited $4,227.50 and, on December 7, 2010, made a final

deposit of$13,057.42. Leone'strading accelerated with each deposit.

In October 2010, Leone executed seven transactions (5 purchases with a principal value

of$17,416.58, and two sales with a principal value of$24,165.65); in November 2010, Leone

executed 15 transactions (11 purchases with a principal value of $151,464.95, and four sales with

a principal value of $107,978.72); and in December 2010, Leone executed 33 transactions (19

purchases with a principal value of $308,920.02, and 14 sales with a principal value of

$316,113.56).

MJ was unfamiliar with the stocks that Leone was buying and selling. Leone controlled

MJ's account and decided what to buy and sell, the quantities, and the timing of each transaction.

He did not discuss the account activity with MJ. In fact, Leone never called after MJ agreed to

deposit additional funds.
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By the end of November 2010, MJ had a margin loan balance that exceeded $36,000.

MJ, however, was unaware that he was purchasing securities on margin and incurring margin

interest charges until February 2011, when his accountant inquired about the trading that had

transpired and charges that he had incurred. After that inquiry, MJ repeatedly attempted to

contact Leone but his telephone calls were never returned. Leone continued executing

transactions through September 2011.

Leone purchased, sold, and then repurchased the same securities on multiple occasions in

MJ's account. For example, from September 23, 2010 through September 21, 2011, Leone

executed 66 transactions in BSD Medical Corp. (BSDM); from December 15, 2010 through May

31, 2012, Leone executed 15 transactions in Vermillion, Inc. (VRML); and from January 12,

2011 through January 27, 2011, Leone executed 10 transactions in Aastrom Biosciences, Inc.

(ASTM).

From September 23, 2010 through September 21,2011, Leone executed 139 trades in

MJ's account. The commissions totaled $12,463.09, and the total charges and fees were

$16,159.76.

The turnover rate (annualized from September 2010 through September 2011) was

151.91; the annualized cost-to-equity ratio was 280%.

MJ sustained a $21,606.20 loss as of September 30,2011.

4. Branch Manager Marc Arena Fails to Supervise Leone

Marc Arena entered the securities industry in 1996 as a cold caller at Duke & Co., Inc.

During the succeeding fourteen years, he associated with halfa dozen firms beforejoining

Newport Coast in October 2008.
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Arena became the Branch Office Manager ofthe Hicksville (later moved to Westbury),

Long Island Branch Office about five months after he associated with the Firm. At the time, the

Branch had about ten representatives. Although Arena had been registered as a General

Securities Principal since 1998, he had no supervisory experience. Moreover, Arena was

financially distressed; he was subject to federal and state tax liens.

Newport Coast provided Arena with significant remuneration for becoming the Branch

Office Manager. His payout (previously at 78% of his gross production) rose to 90%. He also

received an override on each representative's production that amounted to the difference between

90% and the representative's  payout. Thus, for example, Arena received a 6% override on

Leone's 84% payout.

In his Branch Officer Manager capacity, Arena was responsible for reviewing

transactions, monitoring for excessive trading and ensuring transactions were suitable. Arena

approved new accounts and reviewed transactions, but he did not provide any meaningful

oversight.

He knew that Leone was concentrating and heavily margining accounts, was aware that

Leone's customers were losing money, and knew that Leone was overcharging and excessively

trading accounts. Yet his supervision was limited to reviewing what Leone charged on

individual transactions. Arena never asked Leone to cease breaking up transactions into multiple

orders, each ofwhich included a separate commission, nor were there any consequences when

Leone ignored his few and scattered emails addressing isolated transactions.

Arena never verified a customer's investment objective, never performed a profit and loss

analysis or change ofequity calculation, never calculated a turnover rate or cost-to-equity ratio,

never inquired about why trades were broken up into multiple orders resulting in multiple
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commissions, never initiated a call to a customer (aside from his own accounts), never looked at

customer account statements or examined account activity over time and, above all else, never

spoke to a customer about his or her account

Arena ceased being Leone's supervisor as of May 3, 2012, when the Firm placed Leone

on heightened supervision.

5. The Com?liance Department Failed to Stop Leone's Misconduct

Newport Coast attributed dual and overlapping supervisory responsibilities to its

Compliance Department. The Firm's Compliance Department received exception reports to

facilitate its suitability review. Indeed, some ofthe reports were specifically referenced in the

Firm's procedures. For accounts that cleared through Penson, the Procedures referenced (i) a

"Concentrated Positions" Report that identified accounts with margin debits greater than $25,000

and a position that exceeded 75% ofthe account equity (denominated PFS048); and (ii) a

?Maintenance Report" that identified accounts where one position represented 40% equity or

more in the account (denominated PFS076). Compliance also received a ?Customer Account

Surveillance" Report that identified, on a monthly basis, accounts with more than 10 trades and

commissions that exceeded $2,000 (denominated  PFS603), and a daily report that identified

commissions between 3% and 5%.

Leone's customer accounts, including accounts held by DG, RR, PH, CP, JB, LC and

MC, MJ and BS, repeatedly appeared on the foregoing exception reports.

Until October 2010, Newport Coast also received an exception report entitled "Monthly

Account Supervision" (denominated PFS259). That report was particularly germane to

excessive trading/churning. It identified by representative and account: current and previous

period account values; the amount ofcommissions in the current month, the past three months,
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and over the past 12 months; annualized turnover rates for the current month, the past three

months, and over the past 12 months; profit and loss during the current month, the past three

months, and over the past 12 months; and the percentage that the account's commissions

represented in comparison to the representative's total commissions.

For example, the PFS259 report dated October 1,2010 showed that customer JB had

been charged commissions of $2,425 in the current month and $27,575 over the preceding year;

his account had an annualized turnover rate of 21 8 in the current month and 144 over the past

year; there had been 38 transactions in the current month and 308 in the past year; the account

generated 21.95% of Leone's commissions over the preceding three months; and the account had

sustained a $27,732.86 loss in the preceding three months.

Despite the many times that accounts appeared on the exception reports received by the

Firm's Compliance Department, there was no meaningful supervision. Leone was never asked

to explain his trading; there was no periodic review ofactive accounts; there was no documented

reason for account concentrations; no client was interviewed; and there was no trading limitation.

The "supervision" was limited to a smattering ofemails 

- most ofwhich were ignored 

-
requesting that Arena and Leone obtain Active Trading Letters showing that the customer's

objectives were ?speculation" and ?high risk."

6. Marc Arena Fails to Disclose Liens on Form U4

When Arena associated with Newport Coast, he was subject to three tax liens totaling

nearly $60,000: an Internal Revenue Service lien filed May 16, 2007 in the amount of $27,479;

an Internal Revenue Service lien filed July 9,2008 in the amount of $1,042; and an Internal

Revenue Service lien filed July 11,2008 in the amount of$31,519.
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Arena failed to disclose any ofthose liens on the Form U4 that he completed on October

28,2008 to associate with Newport Coast. Moreover, while he was associated with the Firm, he

never updated his Form U4 to disclose those liens.

Arena acquired three additional liens while he was associated with the Firm: a New York

State lien filed November 20,2008 in the amount of$782; a New York State lien filed

September 30,2009 in the amount of$5,885; and a New York State lien dated June 29,2010 in

the amount of $7,874.

While associated with Newport Coast, Arena failed to update his Form U4 to disclose

any ofthe three New York State liens.

D. CHARGING ALLEGATIONS AGAINST RESPONDENT ARENA

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
Failure to Supervise

(Violations ofFINRA Rule 2010 and NASD Rule 3010
By Respondents Arena, inter alia)

There were multiple red flags suggesting that Respondent Leone (as supervised by

Respondent Arena) and other Respondents were (i) excessively trading customers' accounts

(Quantitative Suitability), as alleged in the First Cause ofAction ofthe Complaint, in violation

ofNASD Rules 2310 and 2110, FINRA Rules 2111 and 2010, and NASD IM-2310-2; (ii)

churning, as alleged in the Second Cause ofAction ofthe Complaint, in violation of Section

10(b) ofthe Exchange Act, Exchange Act Rule 10b-5, FINRA Rules 2020 and 2010, and NASD

Rules 2120 and 2110. These multiple red flags included:

? The customers' accounts exhibited a large trading volume, often involving
multiple transactions per day;

. Customers' accounts frequently were concentrated in single securities and
highly margined;
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? There was in-and-out trading in multiple accounts;

? Transactions were broken up into multiple orders, executed within minutes,
each involving separate commissions and activity fees;

? The total commissions charged on individual accounts was exorbitant relative
to the total account value;

? Annualized cost-to-equity ratios were excessively high, frequently exceeding
100%;

? Annualized turnover rates were frequently greater than 100;

. Customers' accounts appeared on exception reports many times; and

. Customer accounts frequently exhibited large losses.

These red flags were not addressed by Respondent Arena. Respondent Arena failed to

take any meaningful measure to address the misconduct and to ensure that the Firm's

representatives acted in a manner that was compliant with applicable laws, regulations and rules.

By failing to adequately supervise Leone, Respondent Arena violated NASD Rule 3010

and FINRA Rule 2010.

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION
Failure to Disclose Liens

(Violations ofNASD Rule 2110, NASD IM-1000-1, FINRA Rules 2010 and 1122, and
Article V, Section 2(c) of the FINRA By-Laws by Respondent Arena)

On or about October 28,2008, Arena completed a Form U4 to become associated with

Newport Coast.

On that Form U4, Arena answered "Yes" in response to Question 14 M which asked: 'Do

you have any unsatisfied judgments or liens against you?"

On the Judgment Lien DRP, Arena disclosed (i) a purported Department of

Treasury/Internal  Revenue Service lien filed July 30,2008 in the amount of$40,265.55; and (ii)

a New York State Department of Taxation and Finance lien in the amount of$2,005.88.
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Yet on the October 28,2008 Form U4, Arena failed to disclose an Internal Revenue

Service lien filed May 16, 2007 in the amount of$27,479; an Internal Revenue Service lien filed

July 9,2008 in the amount of $1,042; and an Internal Revenue Service lien filed July 11,2008 in

the amount of$31,519.

Leone acquired at least three additional liens while he was associated with the Firm

including: a New York State lien filed November 20,2008 in the amount $782; a New York

State lien filed September 30,2009 in the amount of$5,885; and a New York State lien dated

June 29,2010 in the amount of $7,874.

By failing to disclose the May 16, 2007, July 9, 2008 and July 1 1, 2008 Internal Revenue

Service liens, Arena violated NASD Rule 2110 and NASD IM-1000-1.

By failing to update his Form U4 to disclose the November 20,2008 New York State

lien, Arena violated NASD Rule 2110, NASD IM-1000-1, and Article V, Section 2(c) ofthe

NASD By-Laws.

By failing to update his Form U4 to disclose the September 30, 2009 and June 29, 2010

New York State liens, Arena violated FINRA Rules 1122 and 2010 and Article V Section 2(c) of

the FINRA By-Laws.

Based on these considerations, the sanctions hereby imposed by the acceptance ofthe

Offer are in the public interest, are sufficiently remedial to deter Respondent Arena from any

future misconduct, and represent a proper discharge by FINRA, ofits regulatory responsibility

under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

SANCTIONS

It is ordered that Respondent Arena be:

. suspended for 23 months from associating with any FINRA member firm in a
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principal capacity; and

? suspended for ten(10) business-days from association with any FINRA member

firm in any capacity.

Respondent Arena has submitted a sworn financial statement and demonstrated an

inability to pay. In light ofthe financial status ofRespondent  Arena, no monetary sanctions have

been imposed.

The sanctions imposed herein shall be effective on a date set by FINRA staff.

SO ORDERED.

FINRA

Signed on behalf of the
Director of ODA, by delegated authority

IDGSIMQ
? el T. Komfeld
Senior Regional Counsel
FINRA Department of Enforcement
300 S. Grand Ave., Suite 1600
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Tel: (213) 613-2643
Fax: (213) 617-1570
Email: joel.kornfeld@finra.org
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